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forms for the consumer to waive the
right to rescind. This exemption to
paragraph (e)(1) of this section shall expire one year from the date an area was
declared a major disaster.
(f) Exempt transactions. The right to
rescind does not apply to the following:
(1) A residential mortgage transaction.
(2) A refinancing or consolidation by
the same creditor of an extension of
credit already secured by the consumer’s principal dwelling. The right of
rescission shall apply, however, to the
extent the new amount financed exceeds the unpaid principal balance, any
earned unpaid finance charge on the
existing debt, and amounts attributed
solely to the costs of the refinancing or
consolidation.
(3) A transaction in which a state
agency is a creditor.
(4) An advance, other than an initial
advance, in a series of advances or in a
series of single-payment obligations
that is treated as a single transaction
under § 226.17(c)(6), if the notice required by paragraph (b) of this section
and all material disclosures have been
given to the consumer.
(5) A renewal of optional insurance
premiums that is not considered a refinancing under § 226.20(a)(5).
(g) Tolerances for accuracy—(1) Onehalf of 1 percent tolerance. Except as
provided in paragraphs (g)(2) and (h)(2)
of this section, the finance charge and
other disclosures affected by the finance charge (such as the amount financed and the annual percentage rate)
shall be considered accurate for purposes of this section if the disclosed finance charge:
(i) is understated by no more than 1⁄2
of 1 percent of the face amount of the
note or $100, whichever is greater; or
(ii) is greater than the amount required to be disclosed.
(2) One percent tolerance. In a refinancing of a residential mortgage
transaction with a new creditor (other
than a transaction covered by § 226.32),
if there is no new advance and no consolidation of existing loans, the finance
Houston, Jackson, Jasper, Jefferson, Lee,
Liberty, Madison, Matagorda, Montgomery,
Nacagdoches, Orange, Polk, San Augustine,
San Jacinto, Shelby, Trinity, Victoria,
Washington, Waller, Walker, and Wharton.

charge and other disclosures affected
by the finance charge (such as the
amount financed and the annual percentage rate) shall be considered accurate for purposes of this section if the
disclosed finance charge:
(i) is understated by no more than 1
percent of the face amount of the note
or $100, whichever is greater; or
(ii) is greater than the amount required to be disclosed.
(h) Special rules for foreclosures—(1)
Right to rescind. After the initiation of
foreclosure on the consumer’s principal
dwelling that secures the credit obligation, the consumer shall have the right
to rescind the transaction if:
(i) A mortgage broker fee that should
have been included in the finance
charge was not included; or
(ii) The creditor did not provide the
properly completed appropriate model
form in appendix H of this part, or a
substantially similar notice of rescission.
(2) Tolerance for disclosures. After the
initiation of foreclosure on the consumer’s principal dwelling that secures
the credit obligation, the finance
charge and other disclosures affected
by the finance charge (such as the
amount financed and the annual percentage rate) shall be considered accurate for purposes of this section if the
disclosed finance charge:
(i) is understated by no more than
$35; or
(ii) is greater than the amount required to be disclosed.
[Reg. Z, 46 FR 20892, Apr. 7, 1981, as amended
at 51 FR 45299, Dec. 18, 1986; 58 FR 40583, July
29, 1993; 59 FR 40204, Aug. 5, 1994; 59 FR 63715,
Dec. 9, 1994; 60 FR 15471, Mar. 24, 1995; 61 FR
49247, Sept. 19, 1996; 66 FR 17338, Mar. 30, 2001;
72 FR 63474, Nov. 9, 2007; 73 FR 44601, July 24,
2008]

§ 226.24 Advertising.
(a) Actually available terms. If an advertisement for credit states specific
credit terms, it shall state only those
terms that actually are or will be arranged or offered by the creditor.
(b) Clear and conspicuous standard.
Disclosures required by this section
shall be made clearly and conspicuously.
(c) Advertisement of rate of finance
charge. If an advertisement states a
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rate of finance charge, it shall state
the rate as an ‘‘annual percentage
rate,’’ using that term. If the annual
percentage rate may be increased after
consummation,
the
advertisement
shall state that fact. If an advertisement is for credit not secured by a
dwelling, the advertisement shall not
state any other rate, except that a simple annual rate or periodic rate that is
applied to an unpaid balance may be
stated in conjunction with, but not
more conspicuously than, the annual
percentage rate. If an advertisement is
for credit secured by a dwelling, the advertisement shall not state any other
rate, except that a simple annual rate
that is applied to an unpaid balance
may be stated in conjunction with, but
not more conspicuously than, the annual percentage rate.
(d) Advertisement of terms that require
additional
disclosures—(1)
Triggering
terms. If any of the following terms is
set forth in an advertisement, the advertisement shall meet the requirements of paragraph (d)(2) of this section:
(i) The amount or percentage of any
downpayment.
(ii) The number of payments or period of repayment.
(iii) The amount of any payment.
(iv) The amount of any finance
charge.
(2) Additional terms. An advertisement
stating any of the terms in paragraph
(d)(1) of this section shall state the following terms,49 as applicable (an example of one or more typical extensions of
credit with a statement of all the
terms applicable to each may be used):
(i) The amount or percentage of the
downpayment.
(ii) The terms of repayment, which
reflect the repayment obligations over
the full term of the loan, including any
balloon payment.
(iii) The ‘‘annual percentage rate,’’
using that term, and, if the rate may
be increased after consummation, that
fact.
(e) Catalogs or other multiple-page advertisements; electronic advertisements—
(1) If a catalog or other multiple-page
advertisement, or an electronic advertisement (such as an advertisement ap49 [Reserved]

pearing on an Internet Web site), gives
information in a table or schedule in
sufficient detail to permit determination of the disclosures required by
paragraph (d)(2) of this section, it shall
be considered a single advertisement
if—
(i) The table or schedule is clearly
and conspicuously set forth; and
(ii) Any statement of the credit
terms in paragraph (d)(1) of this section appearing anywhere else in the
catalog or advertisement clearly refers
to the page or location where the table
or schedule begins.
(2) A catalog or other multiple-page
advertisement or an electronic advertisement (such as an advertisement appearing on an Internet Web site) complies with paragraph (d)(2) of this section if the table or schedule of terms
includes all appropriate disclosures for
a representative scale of amounts up to
the level of the more commonly sold
higher-priced property or services offered.
(f) Disclosure of Rates and Payments in
Advertisements for Credit Secured by a
Dwelling—(1) Scope. The requirements
of this paragraph apply to any advertisement for credit secured by a dwelling, other than television or radio advertisements, including promotional
materials accompanying applications.
(2) Disclosure of rates—(i) In general. If
an advertisement for credit secured by
a dwelling states a simple annual rate
of interest and more than one simple
annual rate of interest will apply over
the term of the advertised loan, the advertisement shall disclose in a clear
and conspicuous manner:
(A) Each simple annual rate of interest that will apply. In variable-rate
transactions, a rate determined by adding an index and margin shall be disclosed based on a reasonably current
index and margin;
(B) The period of time during which
each simple annual rate of interest will
apply; and
(C) The annual percentage rate for
the loan. If such rate is variable, the
annual percentage rate shall comply
with the accuracy standards in
§§ 226.17(c) and 226.22.
(ii) Clear and conspicuous requirement.
For purposes of paragraph (f)(2)(i) of
this section, clearly and conspicuously
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disclosed means that the required information in paragraphs (f)(2)(i)(A)
through (C) shall be disclosed with
equal prominence and in close proximity to any advertised rate that triggered the required disclosures. The required
information
in
paragraph
(f)(2)(i)(C) may be disclosed with greater prominence than the other information.
(3) Disclosure of payments—(i) In general. In addition to the requirements of
paragraph (c) of this section, if an advertisement for credit secured by a
dwelling states the amount of any payment, the advertisement shall disclose
in a clear and conspicuous manner:
(A) The amount of each payment
that will apply over the term of the
loan, including any balloon payment.
In variable-rate transactions, payments that will be determined based on
the application of the sum of an index
and margin shall be disclosed based on
a reasonably current index and margin;
(B) The period of time during which
each payment will apply; and
(C) In an advertisement for credit secured by a first lien on a dwelling, the
fact that the payments do not include
amounts for taxes and insurance premiums, if applicable, and that the actual payment obligation will be greater.
(ii) Clear and conspicuous requirement.
For purposes of paragraph (f)(3)(i) of
this section, a clear and conspicuous
disclosure means that the required information in paragraphs (f)(3)(i)(A) and
(B) shall be disclosed with equal prominence and in close proximity to any advertised payment that triggered the required disclosures, and that the required
information
in
paragraph
(f)(3)(i)(C) shall be disclosed with prominence and in close proximity to the
advertised payments.
(4) Envelope excluded. The requirements in paragraphs (f)(2) and (f)(3) of
this section do not apply to an envelope in which an application or solicitation is mailed, or to a banner advertisement or pop-up advertisement
linked to an application or solicitation
provided electronically.
(g) Alternative disclosures—television or
radio advertisements. An advertisement
made through television or radio stating any of the terms requiring addi-

tional disclosures under paragraph
(d)(2) of this section may comply with
paragraph (d)(2) of this section either
by:
(1) Stating clearly and conspicuously
each of the additional disclosures required under paragraph (d)(2) of this
section; or
(2) Stating clearly and conspicuously
the information required by paragraph
(d)(2)(iii) of this section and listing a
toll-free telephone number, or any telephone number that allows a consumer
to reverse the phone charges when calling for information, along with a reference that such number may be used
by consumers to obtain additional cost
information.
(h) Tax implications. If an advertisement distributed in paper form or
through the Internet (rather than by
radio or television) is for a loan secured by the consumer’s principal
dwelling, and the advertisement states
that the advertised extension of credit
may exceed the fair market value of
the dwelling, the advertisement shall
clearly and conspicuously state that:
(1) The interest on the portion of the
credit extension that is greater than
the fair market value of the dwelling is
not tax deductible for Federal income
tax purposes; and
(2) The consumer should consult a
tax adviser for further information regarding the deductibility of interest
and charges.
(i) Prohibited acts or practices in advertisements for credit secured by a dwelling.
The following acts or practices are prohibited in advertisements for credit secured by a dwelling:
(1) Misleading advertising of ‘‘fixed’’
rates and payments. Using the word
‘‘fixed’’ to refer to rates, payments, or
the credit transaction in an advertisement for variable-rate transactions or
other transactions where the payment
will increase, unless:
(i) In the case of an advertisement
solely for one or more variable-rate
transactions,
(A) The phrase ‘‘Adjustable-Rate
Mortgage,’’ ‘‘Variable-Rate Mortgage,’’
or ‘‘ARM’’ appears in the advertisement before the first use of the word
‘‘fixed’’ and is at least as conspicuous
as any use of the word ‘‘fixed’’ in the
advertisement; and
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(B) Each use of the word ‘‘fixed’’ to
refer to a rate or payment is accompanied by an equally prominent and
closely proximate statement of the
time period for which the rate or payment is fixed, and the fact that the
rate may vary or the payment may increase after that period;
(ii) In the case of an advertisement
solely for non-variable-rate transactions where the payment will increase (e.g., a stepped-rate mortgage
transaction with an initial lower payment), each use of the word ‘‘fixed’’ to
refer to the payment is accompanied by
an equally prominent and closely proximate statement of the time period for
which the payment is fixed, and the
fact that the payment will increase
after that period; or
(iii) In the case of an advertisement
for both variable-rate transactions and
non-variable-rate transactions,
(A) The phrase ‘‘Adjustable-Rate
Mortgage,’’ ‘‘Variable-Rate Mortgage,’’
or ‘‘ARM’’ appears in the advertisement with equal prominence as any use
of the term ‘‘fixed,’’ ‘‘Fixed-Rate Mortgage,’’ or similar terms; and
(B) Each use of the word ‘‘fixed’’ to
refer to a rate, payment, or the credit
transaction either refers solely to the
transactions for which rates are fixed
and complies with paragraph (i)(1)(ii)
of this section, if applicable, or, if it refers to the variable-rate transactions,
is accompanied by an equally prominent and closely proximate statement
of the time period for which the rate or
payment is fixed, and the fact that the
rate may vary or the payment may increase after that period.
(2) Misleading comparisons in advertisements. Making any comparison in an
advertisement between actual or hypothetical credit payments or rates and
any payment or simple annual rate
that will be available under the advertised product for a period less than the
full term of the loan, unless:
(i) In general. The advertisement includes a clear and conspicuous comparison to the information required to
be disclosed under sections 226.24(f)(2)
and (3); and
(ii) Application to variable-rate transactions. If the advertisement is for a
variable-rate transaction, and the advertised payment or simple annual rate

is based on the index and margin that
will be used to make subsequent rate
or payment adjustments over the term
of the loan, the advertisement includes
an equally prominent statement in
close proximity to the payment or rate
that the payment or rate is subject to
adjustment and the time period when
the first adjustment will occur.
(3) Misrepresentations about government endorsement. Making any statement in an advertisement that the
product offered is a ‘‘government loan
program’’,
‘‘government-supported
loan’’, or is otherwise endorsed or sponsored by any federal, state, or local
government entity, unless the advertisement is for an FHA loan, VA loan,
or similar loan program that is, in fact,
endorsed or sponsored by a federal,
state, or local government entity.
(4) Misleading use of the current lender’s name. Using the name of the consumer’s current lender in an advertisement that is not sent by or on behalf of
the consumer’s current lender, unless
the advertisement:
(i) Discloses with equal prominence
the name of the person or creditor
making the advertisement; and
(ii) Includes a clear and conspicuous
statement that the person making the
advertisement is not associated with,
or acting on behalf of, the consumer’s
current lender.
(5) Misleading claims of debt elimination. Making any misleading claim
in an advertisement that the mortgage
product offered will eliminate debt or
result in a waiver or forgiveness of a
consumer’s existing loan terms with,
or obligations to, another creditor.
(6) Misleading use of the term ‘‘counselor’’. Using the term ‘‘counselor’’ in
an advertisement to refer to a for-profit mortgage broker or mortgage creditor, its employees, or persons working
for the broker or creditor that are involved in offering, originating or selling mortgages.
(7) Misleading foreign-language advertisements. Providing information about
some trigger terms or required disclosures, such as an initial rate or payment, only in a foreign language in an
advertisement, but providing information about other trigger terms or required disclosures, such as information
about the fully-indexed rate or fully
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amortizing payment, only in English in
the same advertisement.
[Reg. Z, 46 FR 20892, Apr. 7, 1981, as amended
at 66 FR 17338, Mar. 30, 2001; 72 FR 63474, Nov.
9, 2007; 73 FR 44601, July 30, 2008]

Subpart D—Miscellaneous
§ 226.25 Record retention.
(a) General rule. A creditor shall retain evidence of compliance with this
regulation (other than advertising requirements under §§ 226.16 and 226.24)
for 2 years after the date disclosures
are required to be made or action is required to be taken. The administrative
agencies responsible for enforcing the
regulation may require creditors under
their jurisdictions to retain records for
a longer period if necessary to carry
out their enforcement responsibilities
under section 108 of the act.
(b) Inspection of records. A creditor
shall permit the agency responsible for
enforcing this regulation with respect
to that creditor to inspect its relevant
records for compliance.
§ 226.26 Use of annual percentage rate
in oral disclosures.
(a) Open-end credit. In an oral response to a consumer’s inquiry about
the cost of open-end credit, only the
annual percentage rate or rates shall
be stated, except that the periodic rate
or rates also may be stated. If the annual percentage rate cannot be determined in advance because there are finance charges other than a periodic
rate, the corresponding annual percentage rate shall be stated, and other cost
information may be given.
(b) Closed-end credit. In an oral response to a consumer’s inquiry about
the cost of closed-end credit, only the
annual percentage rate shall be stated,
except that a simple annual rate or
periodic rate also may be stated if it is
applied to an unpaid balance. If the annual percentage rate cannot be determined in advance, the annual percentage rate for a sample transaction shall
be stated, and other cost information
for the consumer’s specific transaction
may be given.
§ 226.27 Language of disclosures.
Disclosures required by this regulation may be made in a language other

than English, provided that the disclosures are made available in English
upon the consumer’s request. This requirement for providing English disclosures on request does not apply to advertisements subject to §§ 226.16 and
226.24.
[66 FR 17339, Mar. 30, 2001]

§ 226.28 Effect on State laws.
(a) Inconsistent disclosure requirements.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (d)
of this section, State law requirements
that are inconsistent with the requirements contained in chapter 1 (General
Provisions), chapter 2 (Credit Transactions), or chapter 3 (Credit Advertising) of the act and the implementing
provisions of this regulation are preempted to the extent of the inconsistency. A State law is inconsistent if it
requires a creditor to make disclosures
or take actions that contradict the requirements of the Federal law. A State
law is contradictory if it requires the
use of the same term to represent a different amount or a different meaning
than the Federal law, or if it requires
the use of a term different from that
required in the Federal law to describe
the same item. A creditor, State, or
other interested party may request the
Board to determine whether a State
law requirement is inconsistent. After
the Board determines that a State law
is inconsistent, a creditor may not
make disclosures using the inconsistent term or form.
(2)(i) State law requirements are inconsistent with the requirements contained in sections 161 (Correction of
billing errors) or 162 (Regulation of
credit reports) of the Act and the implementing provisions of this regulation and are preempted if they provide
rights, responsibilities, or procedures
for consumers or creditors that are different from those required by the Federal law. However, a State law that allows a consumer to inquire about an
open-end credit account and imposes
on the creditor an obligation to respond to such inquiry after the time allowed in the Federal law for the consumer to submit written notice of a
billing error shall not be preempted in
any situation where the time period for
making written notice under this regulation has expired. If a creditor gives
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